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The laboratory guide directs students through a series of dissection activities for use in the lab accompanied by new, full
color photos and figures. The guide can be used as a stand-alone dissection guide or in conjunction with any Anatomy
and Physiology Laboratory Manual.
This interactive study tool is designed to allow students to conduct clinical case studies based on chapter content. Each
chapter also contains a quiz to reinforce learning.
This lab manual is designed for A&P lab courses that utilize the pig as the primary dissection specimen. Human Anatomy
and Physiology Laboratory Manual--Fetal Pig Dissection offers excellent, full color dissection photos of the fetal pig with
matching corresponding labeled art. Web site activities found in numerous labs give students additional resources for
learning. This laboratory manual contains sixty-two laboratory exercises and reports. The exercises illustrate and review
anatomical and physiological facts and principles presented in an A&P textbook and help students investigate these
ideas in greater detail.
This best-selling Laboratory Manual, written by Terry R. Martin, has been updated throughout. The new 14th edition is
available in a Cat version or a Fetal Pig version. Both versions of the 14th edition are organized into units that correlate
directly with the text and include new and updated art to match Hole’s Human Anatomy and Physiology, 14e.
Elaine Marieb's clearly written and comprehensive lab manual has been thoroughly revised with new and updated
content. Guiding readers through well-planned lab activities, this new edition features new illustrations and full-color
photographs that help readers visualize and master lab concepts. Incorporating the best new technology available for
A&P labs, PowerLab(r) procedures have been added to selected exercises so students can practice with computerized
data compilation techniques. Plus, two new laboratory simulations have been added to the popular PhysioEx(tm) V3.0
program now available on CD-ROM or via the Web. Designed to stand-alone or use with other materials, each manual
contains anatomical and physiological terminology essential for use in one- or two-semester A&P courses. For college
instructors and students.
ISBN "9780321822338" from label on back cover.
A Dissection Guide & Atlas to the Fetal Pig, 3rd Ed. by David G. Smith and Michael P. Schenk is designed to provide
students with a comprehensive introduction to the anatomy of the fetal pig. This full-color dissection guide and atlas gives
the student carefully worded directions for learning basic mammalian anatomy through the use of a fetal pig specimen.
Package consists of: 0321575636 / 9780321575630 CourseCompass(TM) Student Access Kit with Pearson eText for
Human Anatomy & Physiology 032164400X / 9780321644008 Get Ready for A&P 0321710509 / 9780321710505
MasteringA&P(TM) with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology and Human
Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manuals 032174232X / 9780321742322 Human Anatomy & Physiology 0321765583 /
9780321765581 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Cat Version, Update 0805361170 / 9780805361179
Interactive Physiology 10-System Suite CD 080537373X / 9780805373738 Brief Atlas of the Human Body, A
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringA&P® does not come packaged with this content. If you
would like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringA&P search for 0321787013 / 9780321787019 Human
Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, Cat Version Plus MasteringA&P with eText -- Access
Card Package, 1/e, which includes: 0321787005 / 9780321787002 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual:
Making Connections, Cat Version, 1/e 0134089936 / 9780134089935 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- Standalone
Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manuals: Making Connections, 1/e MasteringA&P should
only be purchased when required by an instructor. Applying Anatomy & Physiology Concepts through Active Learning
Developed as the companion lab manual to Amerman's Human Anatomy & Physiology, Catharine Whiting's lab manual
takes an active learning approach that uses a rich variety of hands-on activities, along with guided questions, to engage
students and help them apply concepts learned in lecture to lab. The active learning approach to Whiting's Human
Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections includes unique hands-on activities that use different
learning modes including labeling, sketching, touching, dissecting, observing, conducting experiments, interacting with
groups, and making predictions. Whiting also includes pre-lab assignments to help students better prepare for lab; and
post-lab assignments to solidify learning and challenge students to see interrelationships of concepts across topics. Also
available with MasteringA&P® This title is also available with MasteringA&P -- an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment system proven to help students learn. It helps instructors maximize lab time with customizable, easy-toassign, automatically graded assessments that motivate students to learn outside of class and to arrive prepared for lab.
The powerful gradebook provides unique insight into student and class performance.
This best-selling Laboratory Manual, written by Terry R. Martin, has been updated throughout. The new 12th edition is
now available in a Cat version or a Fetal Pig version. Both versions of the 12th edition are organized into units that
correlate directly with the text and include new and updated art to match Hole’s Human Anatomy and Physiology, 12e.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringA&P does not come packaged with this content. If you would
like to purchase both the physical text and MasteringA&P search for ISBN-10: 0133893383 /ISBN-13: 9780133893380 .
That package includes ISBN-10: 0133925595 /ISBN-13: 9780133925593 and ISBN-10: 0133999300 /ISBN-13:
9780133999303. For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. All instructor resources for this title are available in the
Instructor Resources section on the MasteringA&P site. Helping millions of future healthcare professionals prepare for lab
and practice lab concepts. Revered for its thorough, clearly written exercises and explanations, Human Anatomy &
Physiology Laboratory Manual has provided millions of future healthcare professionals with a complete hands-on
laboratory and learning experience. The fully revised Twelfth Edition provides a more active, workbook-style approach
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that incorporates visual summaries, streamlines information, and engages students with hands-on drawing and review
activities. New features include assignable Pre-lab Videos that introduce students to the lab and related equipment, and
"Why this Matters," which shows the relevance of lab activities to real-life and clinical examples. This edition is fully
integrated with MasteringA&P, offering assignable visual media and activities that promote active learning and engage
students. For the first time, the lab manual is publishing alongside Marieb/Hoehn's best-selling Human Anatomy &
Physiology . Designed to meet the needs of the 2-semester A&P laboratory course, the manual can be used with any
A&P textbook and is available in a customized edition, as well as in three conventional versions: Main (Eleventh Edition),
Cat (Twelfth Edition), and Fetal Pig (Twelfth Edition). Also Available with MasteringA&P ® This title is also available with
MasteringA&P -- an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their
understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand
difficult concepts. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MasteringA&P, ask your instructor for the correct
package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books,
rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. This
package includes MasteringA&P ® . All instructor resources for this title are available in the Instructor Resources section
on the MasteringA&P site. Helping millions of future healthcare professionals prepare for lab and practice lab concepts.
Revered for its thorough, clearly written exercises and explanations, Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual
has provided millions of future healthcare professionals with a complete hands-on laboratory and learning experience.
The fully revised Twelfth Edition provides a more active, workbook-style approach that incorporates visual summaries,
streamlines information, and engages students with hands-on drawing and review activities. New features include
assignable Pre-lab Videos that introduce students to the lab and related equipment, and "Why this Matters," which shows
the relevance of lab activities to real-life and clinical examples. This edition is fully integrated with MasteringA&P, offering
assignable visual media and activities that promote active learning and engage students. For the first time, the lab
manual is publishing alongside Marieb/Hoehn's best-selling Human Anatomy & Physiology . Designed to meet the needs
of the 2-semester A&P laboratory course, the manual can be used with any A&P textbook and is available in a
customized edition, as well as in three conventional versions: Main (Eleventh Edition), Cat (Twelfth Edition), and Fetal
Pig (Twelfth Edition). Personalize Learning with MasteringA&P ® MasteringA&P is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to work with this lab manual to engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps
them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. 0133873218/0133873218 Human Anatomy &
Physiology Laboratory Manual, Main Version Plus MasteringA&P with eText -- Access Card Package, 11/e Package
consists of: 0133925595 / 9780133925593 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Fetal Pig Version, 12/e
0133999300/ 9780133999303 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Human Anatomy &
Physiology Laboratory Manuals, 12/e
This laboratory manual was prepared to supplement the textbook Hole’s Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology,
Fourteenth Edition, by Dr. Charles Welsh. As in the textbook, the laboratory manual is designed for students with minimal
backgrounds in the physical and biological sciences pursuing careers in professional health fields.
Intended for use with any A&P textbook, this best-selling laboratory manual features a wide variety of exercises and
activities designed to meet the needs of any 2-semester anatomy & physiology laboratory course. Known for its thorough,
clearly-written exercises, full-color art, and tear-out review sheets, this lab manual gives you a hands-on laboratory
experience. This lab manual is available in four versions: Cat, Main, Pig, and Rat. This package contains: Human
Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Rat Version
Human Anatomy and Physiology Laboratory Manual, Fetal Pig VersionPearson
For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. Help manage time and improve learning inside and outside of the lab The #1 best-selling
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual helps students and instructors manage time inside and outside of the A&P lab classroom
and works hand-in-hand with Mastering A&P, the leading online homework and learning program for A&P. The 13th Edition features dozens
of new, full-color figures and photos in the review sheets, as well as revamped clinical application questions and critical thinking questions
that reinforce the most important concepts from lab. Encourage students to prepare for lab by assigning recommended Mastering A&P
activities for each lab exercise, including 18 pre-lab videos (8 are new to this edition), Building Vocabulary Coaching Activities, exercise
review sheet assessment questions, art labeling activities, mobile-ready Practice Anatomy Lab(tm) 3.1 with customizable flashcards, and
more. Thousands of assignment options in the Item Library are closely correlated with the print edition of the manual, making it easier than
ever to create homework assignments that are aligned with your lab activities. Continuing to set the standard for the 2-semester A&P
laboratory course, the lab manual complies with the illustration and presentation style of the best-selling Marieb/Hoehn Human Anatomy &
Physiology text, but can accompany any A&P textbook. New customization options are available through Pearson Collections, as well as
three conventional versions: Main (12th Edition), Cat (13th Edition), and Fetal Pig (13th Edition). Also available with Mastering A&P
Mastering(tm) is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with
digital tools developed to engage students and emulate the office-hour experience, Mastering personalizes learning and improves results for
each student. Mastering A&P assignments support interactive features in the lab manual, including pre-lab video coaching activities, bone,
muscle, and dissection videos, Dynamic Study Modules, Get Ready for A&P, plus a variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical Application
Questions, and more. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; Mastering A&P does not come packaged with this content. Students, if
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interested in purchasing this title with Mastering A&P, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact
your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase boththe physical text and Mastering A&P, search for:
0134767322 / 9780134767321 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual, Fetal Pig Version Plus MasteringA&P with Pearson eText
-- Access Card Package, 13/e 0134763246 / 9780134763248 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Human
Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manuals 0134806360 / 9780134806365 Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual, Fetal Pig Version
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte
also offer a great value--this format costs significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review your
course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title,
including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. All instructor
resources for this title are available in the Instructor Resources section on the MasteringA&P site. Helping millions of future healthcare
professionals prepare for lab and practice lab concepts. Revered for its thorough, clearly written exercises and explanations, Human Anatomy
& Physiology Laboratory Manual has provided millions of future healthcare professionals with a complete hands-on laboratory and learning
experience. The fully revised Twelfth Edition provides a more active, workbook-style approach that incorporates visual summaries,
streamlines information, and engages students with hands-on drawing and review activities. New features include assignable Pre-lab Videos
that introduce students to the lab and related equipment, and "Why this Matters," which shows the relevance of lab activities to real-life and
clinical examples. This edition is fully integrated with MasteringA&P, offering assignable visual media and activities that promote active
learning and engage students. For the first time, the lab manual is publishing alongside Marieb/Hoehn's best-selling Human Anatomy &
Physiology . Designed to meet the needs of the 2-semester A&P laboratory course, the manual can be used with any A&P textbook and is
available in a customized edition, as well as in three conventional versions: Main (Eleventh Edition), Cat (Twelfth Edition), and Fetal Pig
(Twelfth Edition). Also Available with MasteringA&P ® This title is also available with MasteringA&P - an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to improve results by helping students quickly master concepts. Students benefit from self-paced tutorials that
feature immediate wrong-answer feedback and hints that emulate the office-hour experience to help keep students on track. MasteringA&P's
wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable activities encourage students to actively learn and retain tough course concepts.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MasteringA&P, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more information.
This full-color manual is designed for students with minimal backgrounds in science who are pursuing careers in allied health fields. Designed
to support the twelfth edition of Hole's Essentials of Human A&P by Shier, Butler, and Lewis, this manual contains 49 laboratory exercises
and reports, which are integrated closely to the textbook. Exercises are planned to illustrate and review the anatomical and physiological facts
and principles presented in the text and to help students investigate some of these ideas in greater detail.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringA&P does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase
both the physical text and MasteringA&P search for ISBN-10: 0133893383 /ISBN-13: 9780133893380 . That package includes ISBN-10:
0133925595 /ISBN-13: 9780133925593 and ISBN-10: 0133999300 /ISBN-13: 9780133999303. For the two-semester A&P laboratory course.
All instructor resources for this title are available in the Instructor Resources section on the MasteringA&P site. Helping millions of future
healthcare professionals prepare for lab and practice lab concepts. Revered for its thorough, clearly written exercises and explanations,
Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual has provided millions of future healthcare professionals with a complete hands-on
laboratory and learning experience. The fully revised Twelfth Edition provides a more active, workbook-style approach that incorporates
visual summaries, streamlines information, and engages students with hands-on drawing and review activities. New features include
assignable Pre-lab Videos that introduce students to the lab and related equipment, and “Why this Matters,” which shows the relevance of
lab activities to real-life and clinical examples. This edition is fully integrated with MasteringA&P, offering assignable visual media and
activities that promote active learning and engage students. For the first time, the lab manual is publishing alongside Marieb/Hoehn’s bestselling Human Anatomy & Physiology . Designed to meet the needs of the 2-semester A&P laboratory course, the manual can be used with
any A&P textbook and is available in a customized edition, as well as in three conventional versions: Main (Eleventh Edition), Cat (Twelfth
Edition), and Fetal Pig (Twelfth Edition). Also Available with MasteringA&P ® This title is also available with MasteringA&P — an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MasteringA&P, ask your instructor for the
correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. Get hands-on with this affordable, integrated A&P lab manual Laboratory Manual for Human
Anatomy & Physiology: A Hands-on Approach maximizes learning by using a diverse collection of pre-lab, lab, and post- lab activities, over
100 specially-commissioned photos of anatomical models, and over 50 robust lab videos. Students prepare for labs using a variety of
learning modes, such as coloring and labeling activities or watching lab videos. The straightforward, step-by-step lab activities provide
concise background information and feature images of anatomical models and cadavers. The variety of anatomical models and cadavers
reinforces what students learn from studying actual models in the lab and helps them identify and remember key anatomical structures. The
lab manual incorporates the terminology and much of the artwork used in Erin Amerman's Human Anatomy & Physiology text, but can
accompany any A&P textbook. The lab manual is available in three versions for your students: Main, Cat, and Pig. The Cat and Pig versions
are identical to the Main version except that they include seven additional cat dissection and 9 additional pig dissection exercises,
respectively, at the back of the lab manual. Also available with Modified Mastering A&P By combining trusted author content with digital tools
and a flexible platform, Mastering personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student. Mastering A&P provides an
extension of learning, allowing students a platform to practice, learn, and apply knowledge outside of the classroom. NOTE: You are
purchasing a standalone product; Mastering A&P does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title
with Mastering A&P, ask your instructor to confirm the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative
for more information. If you would like to purchase both the loose-leaf version of the text and Mastering A&P, search for: 0134418247 /
9780134418247 Laboratory Manual for Human Anatomy & Physiology: A Hands-on Approach, Cat Version, Loose Leaf Plus Modified
Mastering A&P with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134417976 / 9780134417974 Laboratory Manual for
Human Anatomy & Physiology: A Hands-on Approach, Cat Version, Loose Leaf 0135718244 / 9780135718247 Modified Mastering A&P with
Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Laboratory Manual for Human Anatomy & Physiology: A Hands-on Approach
The #1 best-selling book for the human anatomy course, Human Anatomy, Seventh Edition is widely regarded as the most readable and
visually accessible book on the market. The new edition builds on the book's hallmark strengths--art that teaches better, a reader-friendly
narrative, and easy-to-use media and assessment tools-and improves on them with new and updated Focus Figures and new in-text media
references. This edition also features vivid new clinical photos that reinforce real-world applications, and new cadaver photos and
micrographs that appear side-by-side with art-all to increase students' ability to more accurately visualize key anatomical structures.
Terry Martin, author of the best-selling laboratory manuals to accompany the Hole’s Human Anatomy & Physiology texts, has written a stand
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alone laboratory manual. This series of laboratory manuals (main – no dissection, cat dissection, fetal pig dissection, and rat dissection) will
incorporate Terry’s clear, concise writing style. These manuals are not associated with any one text and were created for use with any
anatomy and physiology text. The manuals also feature incredible artwork and photos. It can be packaged with Ph.I.L.S. 4.0.
For the two-semester A&P laboratory course. Fully engage students in their A&P Lab experience Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory
Manual: Making Connections distinguishes itself from other A&P lab manuals by focusing on and addressing the most common teaching
challenges in the lab--getting students to engage in the lab, to prepare for the lab, and to apply concepts in the lab. Catharine Whiting's active
learning approach incorporates a rich variety of hands-on activities and guided questions to get students engaged and asking questions. The
2nd Edition provides new features, such as "What You Need to Know Before You Start this Unit" at the beginning of each Unit and new PreLab Video Coaching Activities to help students learn what they need to review before lab. Developed as the companion to Erin Amerman's
Human Anatomy & Physiology, 2nd Edition, Whiting's lab manual reflects the same superb art program and terminology found in the
Amerman textbook. Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, 2nd Edition is available in three versions for
your students: Main, Cat and Fetal Pig. The Cat and Fetal Pig versions are identical to the Main version except that they include seven
additional cat dissection and nine additional fetal pig dissection exercises, respectively, at the back of the lab manual. Also available with
Mastering A&P Mastering(tm) is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author
content with digital tools developed to engage students and emulate the office-hour experience, Mastering personalizes learning and
improves results for each student. Mastering A&P assignments support interactive features in the lab manual and include new Pre-Lab Video
coaching activities, new Cat Dissection Video and Fetal Pig Dissection Video coaching activities, new fully mobile PAL 3.1 plus PAL 3.1
Customizable Flashcards, Learning Catalytics (tm) , A&P Flix 3D muscle animations, a variety of Art Labeling Questions, Clinical Application
Questions, and more. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; Mastering A&P does not come packaged with this content. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with Mastering A&P, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact
your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and Mastering A&P, search for:
0134684338 / 9780134684338 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, Fetal Pig Version Plus
MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 2/e Package consists of: 0134746457 / 9780134746456 Human Anatomy &
Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, Fetal Pig Version, 2/e 013474697X / 9780134746975 MasteringA&P with Pearson
eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual: Making Connections, 2/e
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringA&P® does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase
both the physical text and MasteringA&P search for 0133978567 / 9780133978568 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual:
Making Connections, Fetal Pig Version Plus MasteringA&P with eText -- Access Card Package, 1/e, which includes: o 0133996794/
9780133996791 Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual: Making Connections, Fetal Pig Version, 1/e o 0134006577/
9780134006574 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual:
Making Connections, 1/e MasteringA&P should only be purchased when required by an instructor. Applying Anatomy & Physiology Concepts
through Active Learning Developed as the companion lab manual to Amerman’s Human Anatomy & Physiology, Catharine Whiting’s lab
manual takes an active learning approach that uses a rich variety of hands-on activities, along with guided questions, to engage students and
help them apply concepts learned in lecture to lab. The active learning approach to Whiting’s Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory
Manual: Making Connections includes unique hands-on activities that use different learning modes including labeling, sketching, touching,
dissecting, observing, conducting experiments, interacting with groups, and making predictions. Whiting also includes pre-lab assignments to
help students better prepare for lab; and post-lab assignments to solidify learning and challenge students to see interrelationships of concepts
across topics. Also available with MasteringA&P® This title is also available with MasteringA&P -- an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment system proven to help students learn. It helps instructors maximize lab time with customizable, easy-to-assign, automatically
graded assessments that motivate students to learn outside of class and to arrive prepared for lab. The powerful gradebook provides unique
insight into student and class performance.
The study of human anatomy and physiology really comes to life in the anatomy and physiology laboratory, where students get hands-on
experience with human cadavers and bones, classroom models, preserved and fresh animal organs, histology slides of human tissues, and
learn the process of scientific discovery through physiology experimentation. This lab manual is intended to provide students with tools to
make the subject matter more relevant to their own bodies and to the world around them. It is an interactive workbook for students: a ‘howto’ guide to learning human anatomy and physiology through touch, dissection, observation, experimentation, and critical thinking exercises.
Designed for use with any A&P textbook, this best-selling laboratory manual features a wide variety of exercises and activities to meet the
needs of any anatomy & physiology laboratory course. Known for its thorough, clearly-written exercises, full-color art, and tear-out review
sheets, this lab manual gives you a hands-on laboratory experience. It is also accompanied by an interactive website built specifically for the
A&P lab course that features pre-lab and post-lab quizzes for every exercise, Practice Anatomy Lab™ 2.0, and PhysioEx™ 8.0. This new lab
manual also features a brand-new art program that uses rich vibrant colors, 3D realistic rendering, and many new histology and cadaver
photos.
"PhysioEx is an easy-to-use laboratory simulation program with 12 exercises containing a total of 63 physiology lab activities that can be
used to supplement or substitute for wet labs. PhysioEx allows students to repeat labs as often as they like, perform experiments without
harming live animals, and conduct experiments that are difficult to perform in a wet lab environment because of time, cost, or safety concerns.
PhysioEx 10.0 is available at www.physioex.com and it is included in most Mastering A&P subscriptions"-Human Anatomy, Media Update, Sixth Edition builds upon the clear and concise explanations of the best-selling Fifth Edition with a
dramatically improved art and photo program, clearer explanations and readability, and more integrated clinical coverage. Recognized for
helping students establish the framework needed for understanding how anatomical structure relates to function, the text's engaging
descriptions now benefit from a brand-new art program that features vibrant, saturated colors as well as new side-by-side cadaver photos.
New Focus figures have been added to help students grasp the most difficult topics in anatomy. This is the standalone book. If you want the
package order this ISBN: 0321753267 / 9780321753267 Human Anatomy with MasteringA&P(TM), Media Update Package consists of:
0321753275 / 9780321753274 Human Anatomy, Media Update 0321754182 / 9780321754189 Practice Anatomy Lab 3. 0321765079 /
9780321765079 MasteringA&P with Pearson eText Student Access Code Card for Human Anatomy, Media Update 0321765648 /
9780321765642 Wrap Card for Human Anatomy with Practice Anatomy Lab 3.0, Media Update 080537373X / 9780805373738 Brief Atlas of
the Human Body, A

The study of human anatomy and physiology really comes to life in the anatomy and physiology laboratory, where
students get hands-on experience with human cadavers and bones, classroom models, preserved and fresh animal
organs, histology slides of human tissues, and learn the process of scientific discovery through physiology
experimentation. This lab manual is intended to provide students with tools to make the subject matter more relevant to
their own bodies and to the world around them. It is an interactive workbook for students: a ‘how-to’ guide to learning
human anatomy and physiology through touch, dissection, observation, experimentation, and critical thinking exercises.
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Chapter 28 is unique to this Fetal Pig Version of the Lab Manual and contains 16 exercises designed to walk students
through dissection and identification of all systems and structures of the fetal pig, beginning with the skeletal system and
progressing through all systems.
Featuring extensive new instructor support materials for easier quizzing in the lab, this best-selling laboratory manual
provides a wide variety of exercises and activities designed to meet the needs of any 2-semester anatomy & physiology
laboratory course. Known for its thorough, clearly-written exercises, full-color art, and integrated tear-out review sheets,
this lab manual gives students a complete hands-on laboratory and learning experience inside and outside of the lab.
The new edition has been fully revised with even more accessible language and more than 50 new and improved
cadaver and histology photos. It also features engaging new Group Challenge activities that encourage a more active
learning experience in the lab. Intended for use with any A&P textbook, the lab manual is available in customized editions
as well as in three conventional versions: Main (Tenth Edition), Cat (Eleventh Edition), and Fetal Pig (Eleventh Edition).
Authors Terry Martin and Cynthia Prentice-Craver combine passion for and experience teaching human anatomy and
physiology with a commitment to developing curricula that stimulates student curiosity and enthusiasm, which results in a
laboratory manual with an innovative, hands-on approach that benefits students. The Laboratory Manual for Human
Anatomy & Physiology includes a main version, a cat version, and a fetal pig version. Each of these includes sixty-three
laboratory exercises, three supplemental labs found online, and six cat, or fetal pig, dissection labs in corresponding
versions. All versions are written to work well with any anatomy and physiology text.
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